Solutions for medium-sized businesses

SAP Mobile Solutions

SAP goes mobile: SAP connection of
your mobile terminals with it.x-mobile

it.x-mobile makes your SAP data even smarter

SAP data secure, easy to use
and always to hand!

» The trend towards the use of mobile terminals such as iPhone, iPad, BlackBerry
and Android devices is becoming increasingly marked. But the question is, how
can SAP data or entire IT processes be brought to these smartphones and tablets
in a secure and easy manner? itelligence has developed a universal framework
under the name of it.x-mobile to meet these requirements.«
itelligence AG

The development of a clear strategy for the inclusion of mobile terminals in the SAP landscape
is currently occupying many IT departments:
Which devices must be integrated? Which data
or processes should be available online and/or
offline? Which solutions will stand the test of
time? How can they be implemented efficiently?
it.x-mobile allows you to transfer your business
scenarios to various mobile devices in a simple,
secure way. it.x-mobile is made up of the components it.x-mobile Core, it.x-mobile Player,
it.x-forms and it.x-sync. These components can
be matched to individual customer requirements
in the projects.

Architecture Variants

it.x-mobile can be used as a standalone solution
for a quick, slimline introductory solution. In
addition, the solution is compatible with the
long-term SAP strategy, which uses the SAP
NetWeaver Gateway, the SAP Unwired Platform
(SUP) and Afaria for device management. This
means that, for example, the gateway can be used
to create simple B2C (also anonymous) or B2B
connections via a low-cost call-by-call license.
This compatibility makes it.x-mobile a player
for the future and also protects investments.

Online scenarios: it.x-mobile Player
The solution components it-x.mobile Core and
it-x.mobile Player allow the implementation
of Online and Almost Online scenarios. The
core module is an interface specialising in the
provision of the required data, which can be
configured according to individual customer requirements in ABAP. The XML data provided is
then interpreted by the it.x-mobile Player on the
terminals and converted. The XML language used
offers the option of presenting business scenarios
graphically, using preconfigured elements such as
input boxes or tables. This means that individual
company apps can be developed simply and
efficiently and applied to various mobile devices.
Currently, we offer this for iOS, Android and
BlackBerry.

Player Architecture

Offline scenarios: it.x-sync
If specific mobile business scenarios must also be
available offline, then this can be implemented
using the two solution components it.x-mobile
Core and it.x-sync. In contrast to purely online
scenarios, it.x-sync can be used to save data to
be defined or compared with the SAP EMP on
the mobile terminal, allowing its use there. The
necessary synchronisations with the SAP system
also take place using the solution components.
This is interesting for mobile workflow or sales
processes, for example.

Process monitor for interactive forms:
it.x-forms
If forms with SAP data need to be made mobile,
then this can be achieved with the solution
component it.x-forms and the Core Module.
For example, this could be visit reports, mailed
directly from the SAP CRM to the responsible
field service employee. When the report has been
completed on the mobile device, the forms are
returned and the data entered transferred automatically to the SAP CRM.

The following overview shows the various cases.
More information on the solution and on various
business scenarios, as well as videos, etc., may
be found on our special microsite:
http://it-x-mobile.itelligence.de/micro/en

Technology Consulting
The Technology Consulting division of itelligence
AG offers you the highest level of technical
competence. When integrating heterogeneous s
ystem landscapes and applications, itelligence
can take advantage of its many years of experience.
We can provide you with technical services
throughout the whole lifespan of your SAP
system.

Portfolio Technology Consulting

SAP competence in medium-sized businesses
As the international leader in complete IT service
provision for SAP environments, itelligence AG in
Bielefeld has more than 2,000 highly-qualified
employees in 20 countries. The product portfolio
of the company, which was founded in 1989,
comprises SAP consultation, SAP licence sales,
outsourcing and services as well as SAP
solutions/add-ons developed in-house.
Focus on the customer
itelligence has developed and successfully implemented more SAP Business All-in-One industry
solutions certified by SAP AG than any other
company in the world. We have invested in
professional know-how to be able to offer consultation and solutions to create added value
and to look towards the future. Only when we
speak your language you can implement longterm technological developments for your own
competitive advantage.
SAP industry solutions for medium-sized
companies
itelligence SAP Business All-in-One industry
solutions are preconfigured for the typical
business processes of the appropriate industry.
In particular, it is possible to achieve drastic
reductions in costs and implementation times.
Additional benefits include the almost unlimited
scalability, the high flexibility and also increased
productivity and cost control.
You can find further information as well
as a comprehensive list of customers at
www.itelligence.info
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